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Grey House Publishing Announces the Fifteen Title in the
Opinions Throughout History Series:
War & the Military
War & the Military is the fifteenth volume in the Opinions Throughout History series. Each volume in
the series is designed to follow the evolution of public opinion on a current and controversial topic that
has changed throughout history. Each volume discusses both primary and secondary documents such
as newspaper and magazine articles, speeches, court decisions and other legislation. Accompanied by
expert commentary and analysis, these documents showcase the changing attitudes on these important
issues of public interest over time.
This new volume starts with a detailed Introduction that discusses key points of war and military
history beginning with ancient civilizations. A broad historical overview of war and the military
explores early warfare, why wars are started, anti-war movements and protests, military spending, and
the modern fluctuation of military support. A comprehensive Timeline highlights significant events
from the establishment of the first policing systems in antiquity to the United States withdrawing their
remaining troops from Afghanistan in 2021.
The 28 chapters that follow begin with the formation of a national American army by the Second
Continental Congress and end with the newly created Space Force. Fluctuations in public support of
the military are discussed in relation to the major conflicts of American history as well as to the
evolution of the military. Topics include civilian control of the military through the office of the
president, piracy in the early years of the Navy, the establishment of West Point, the Selective Service,
the Geneva conventions, the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the Cold War, 9/11, African
American and Native American participation in the military, and changing perceptions and rights for
women and LGBTQ individuals in the military.
From the Revolutionary War to the current US withdrawal from Afghanistan, changes in technology
are discussed, as is the nature of war itself, along with public opinion on individual conflicts and its
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effect on how the government presents military action. As real-time images of actual combat became
available to the American people, and as the theater of war changed from the homelands of major
world powers to proxy settings in less-powerful countries, a gradual shift occurred, decreasing trust in
the government and support for military operations. Finally, nuclear capabilities, drone warfare, and
lethal autonomous weapons have raised serious questions regarding international law and what is
considered acceptable in combat.
The chapters are as follows:
1. An Independent Army
2. Military Under Civilian Control
3. Trouble on the High Seas
4. A Military Education
5. America Invaded and Invading
6. An Unfair Fight
7. The War Within
8. Westward Expansion
9. The Imperialist Agenda
10. Revolutionary Influence
11. The Great War and the Sea
12. In the Trenches
13. Gender Defenders
14. Armored Warfare
15. The Selective Service

16. The Battle for Public Opinion
17. The Nuclear Option
18. The Unification Debate
19. Rules of Warfare
20. Integration and Justice
21. Korea Divided
22. A Land of War in Asia
23. Military Theater
24. A Culture of Abuse
25. The Era of Terror
26. From Afar
27. Military Identity
28. Space Aggression
29. Conclusion

Each chapter starts with a brief Introduction, List of Topics Covered, and the source document
discussed in the chapter. The body of the text discusses the document from its historical context to its
relationship to contemporary public opinion. Most documents are reprinted in their entirety and clearly
distinguished by a shaded title bar. In addition to helpful subtitles, photos and other images enhance
the text, and sidebars provide an often lighter perspective on the time period being discussed. Pull
quotes and other visual elements increase accessibility. Each chapter ends with a brief Conclusion,
thoughtful Discussion Questions, and a list of Works Used.
The concluding chapter discusses what it means to support the military and alternatives to war. It is
followed by the Historical Snapshots —a broad, bulleted overview of political, social, and cultural
developments from 1880 to 2021 that help provide context and understanding of the political and
social climate of the broad timeframe of the work.
This exciting new series offers a wide range of insights into long-standing issues that Americans are
most concerned about, and those that have encouraged vigorous debate among politicians and citizens
at large. Using carefully-chosen original documents that cover a wide time span, Opinions Throughout
History weaves a thoughtful and easy-to-understand analysis of how public opinion is formed and
evolves, starting the discussion at an historical, seminal moment, and ending with where we stand
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today. This comprehensive, timely volume is a must for large public libraries, university libraries and
social science departments, along with high school libraries.
FREE ONLINE ACCESS
Buyers of Opinions Throughout History: War & the Military receive FREE ONLINE ACCESS on the
popular Grey House/Salem Press Platform, https://online.salempress.com. With unlimited users and
remote access included, your students and researchers can now search this amazing collection of data,
anytime & anywhere, all just a click away.
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